Abstract--We first modify the known FFT based algorithm for approximate polynomial division (which is equivalent to inversion of triangular Toeplitz matrices) by replacing FFT by DST, Discrete Sine Transform. The algorithm remains as fast as before but avoids involving nonreal numbers where the input is real. Then in similar modification we replace FFT by DCT, Discrete Cosine Transform. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
The Kx K downshift matrix Z = (zij), Zi+l,i = 1, zij = 0ifi = 1 ¢ j, Z K = 0, generates the algebra of lower triangular Toeplitz matrices, T = ~K_~I tiZ i, which is isomorphic to the ring of polynomials modulo z K, t(z) = ~1 tiz'. In particular, T -1 = ~,K__~I t.~Z' iff ~-~ilr_~ t tr~zit(z) = 1 rood z K, that is, the inversion of T is equivalent to computing the reciprocal of t(z) modulo z n, the latter operation is immediately extended to polynomial division [1] .
To approximate T -I, one may apply FFT to diagonalize and then invert an e-circulant matrix C~ approximating T [2] . Such an FFT based algorithm uses only O(K log K) flops and allows its efficient parallelization but involves nonreal roots of 1, and thus, requires more expensive complex arithmetic even where T has only real entries. We propose a simple alternative algorithm. It approximates T -1 by means of Discrete Sine Transform, DST, in lieu of FFT. The resulting algorithm still uses O(K log K) flops to invert T and is easily parallelizable but involves only real numbers for a real input matrix T. We first recall from [3, 4] that the K x K matrix Z + Z T can be diagonalized by the DST, that is, Z + Z T = S diag 
